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Team Awesome,
There has been a little confusion regarding what to do on ROD days that was brought up during the G1 meeting. I think
some of you might have similar questions so Im forwarding this on to you all. If you feel comfortable with what you are
supposed to do on ROD feel free to stop reading now. If you have some confusion, read on.
ROD is designed to give you a little bit of autonomy regarding how to spend ROD time so that you can personally
maximize your admin/quality/teaching experience during residency according to your interests, but there is at least one
priority rule. So in order of priority…
Absolutely
1. If you are scheduled for ROD on a day when you are also scheduled for another clinical rotation activity, ie
Ultrasthesia, Toxicology, EMS, ect the clinical activity should ALWAYS take priority. Sorry if this was not clear before. If
you are ultrasthesia, you should be in the OR for every intubation opportunity and should NOT miss an intubation for
some ROD activity (7a presentation, meeting, anything), same for tox; tox consults, case reviews, lectures,
presentations, etc, all of these things should take priority over ROD activites. We are trying to eliminate and certainly
minimize ROD days scheduled when you are also scheduled for something else.
Suggeseted
2. ROD pager activities. ROD pager goes off for code CVA and code STEMI. You should report to the ED and observe the
management of these cases. There are also STEMI and CVA case review documents on the ROD website that you should
complete after the case. MSOD and Drew Zinkel, when around, will also respond to these and review the case.
3. ROD meetings. The meeting schedule is on the ROD website and ROD calendar. There are occasions where meetings
overlap or there are two different meetings at once. Use your discretion, no one meeting is deemed more important
than another, you can personalize your Longitudinal Program experience. If at any point we decide that one meeting is
absolutely more important than another scheduled at the same time, we will remove the less important one from the
schedule. If you are going to a ROD meeting, you should be there a couple minutes eary.
So you might have question: If I am in a meeting and the ROD pager goes off, what do I do? I would suggest that you
politely excuse yourself from the meeting and report to the ED to observe the case, that is probably higher yield and a
less frequent occurence. However, if you are in a meeting that are very interested in, use your discretion. Conversly, if I
am in the middle of observing a code CVA and a meeting is about to start, what do I do? Use your discretion, it is
probably more useful to continue onserving the case but not always, especially if the bulk of the management is
completed and you have been discussing it with Drew as it goes on. You should probably not walk into a meeting
halfway through because you were finishing up a case.
4. Other ROD activities. Critical case presentations, CORD tests, etc… Again, use your discretion, if you have been to
two meetings and you need to do your critical case presentation still, it is reasonable to miss a third meeting in favor of
preparing your talk.
I hope that helps with clarity.
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